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SUMMARY
llObbOqb
FACTORS ON A
OF 3.12
Temperature recove~ factors on a thin-walled, metal, 10° included
angle cone were obtained at a Mach number of 3.12 over a range of angl s
of atta k from 0° to 10° and for Reynolds numbers per foot from 1.5x10
8
E
to 8KL0 . Over the Reynolds nuuiberrange investigated, an increase in
angle OZ attac’kincreased the equilibrium surface temperat~es in the
laminar and turbulent boundary-layer regions. The equilibrium surface
temperatures in regions of probable cross-flow separation were in the
same range as those obtained for fully turbulent flow.
For the windward surface of the model, local recovery factors in
the fuX1.ylaminar and turbulent regions were not significantly affected
by changes in .mgle of attack. At all angles of attack, increasing the
free-stream Reynolds number moved the transition region upstream. For a
given mgle of attack, the transition region on the leeward surface is
substantially upstream of that on the windward surface.
moDucTIoN
Calculation of the cooling requirements for supersonic missiles -
depends on a knowledge of the type of boundary layer (i.e., lsminar,
transitional, or turbulent), the temperature recove~ factors, and the
rate of heat transfer to be expected on the missile surfaces.
Experimental heat-trmsfer characteristics on bodies of revolution
at zero angle of attack have been obtained for both laminar and turbulent
boundary lsyers for large ranges of Mach mibers and Reyuolds nunibersj
and the agreement with theoretical predictions is generally good (see>
for example, refs. 1 and 2). The effects of angle of attack, however,
have not been extensively investigated. Only a brief mention of these
effects is currently available in the literature (ref. 3).
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An investigation of supersonic heat transfer for bodies of revolu-
tion at various angles of attack has therefore been initiated at the
NACA Lewis laboratory. This note is a presentation of the experimentally
determined recovery factors for a 10° included angle cone at angles of
attack from zero to 10° and for Reynolds nuribersper foot from I.5x106
to W106.
APPARATUS AND IM.TAREDUCTIOIT
This investigationwas conducted in the NACA Lewis 1- by l-foot
supersonic tid tunnel, which operates at a Mach numiberof 3.12. Inlet
pressures can be varied from 6 to 52 pounds er squsre inch absolute at
8a stagnation temperature of approximately 50 F. These conditio~ yie d
a free- tream Reynolds number per foot variation of apprwimately 1x1O
~
k
to 8x10 . The correspondingmeasured axial turbulence intensity in the
test section for this Reynolds number range is appr=imatel.y 3.5 tol.O
percent (ref. 4). Throughout the investigation the quantity of water
vapor present was kept at a value sufficiently low so that the effects
of condensation were negligible.
A sketch of the model investigated with pertinent dimensions is
presented in figure 1. The 10° ticluded angle cone was fabricated from
stainless steel with a wall thickmess of 0.032 inch and was finished to
a maximum roughness less than 15 microinches.
Axial temperature distributions for the model were determined from
me row of 33 stainless-steel - constants thermocouples. Meridional
temperature distributions were obtai.nedfor five meridian angles:
e = 0°, 45°, 90°, 135°, and180° (fig. 1). The thermocouple voltages
for the model and those indicating the total temperature upstream of
the wind-tumnel nozzle were read on a self-balancingpotentiometer. A
calibration of the thermocouples and potentiometer used to obtain the
temperatures showed the measuring system to have a maximum error of
*0.25° F. Because of slight variations in the total temperature during
a temperature surveyh the reproduction of the temperatures was probably
of the order of M.5 F.
Equilibrium-tmrperaturedata are usually presented in terms of
local recovery factor, definedby
Ts - tl
r =
‘o - ‘1
(1)
where
Ts equilibrium surface temperature
—
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‘1 local.
TO total
static teqemtzwe at edge of boundary layer
temperature
This recovery factor has the disadvantage that local conditions at the
edge of the boundary Layer must be @own. b separated cross-flow
regions, which are generalJ.yencountered with bodies at angle of attack,
neither the edge of the boundary layer nor the local stream conditions
@ are easily deftied. Therefore, a recovery factor ba8ed on free-stream
E
conditions upstream of the body wSU be used, as well as the local re-
covery factor where the latter has special significance. The free-stream
recovery factor is defined as
Ts - tO
~
=
‘o
- to
where to is the free-stream static temperature. This factor
directly proportional to the equilibrium surface temperature.
RESU13S MD DISCUSSION
(2)
is
The axial free-stream recovery-factor distributions for Reynolds
numbers per foot of 1.5, 4.7, and 8.0x106, angles of attack of zero and
10°, and three angular positions are presented in figure 2. Inasmch as
a rise in recovery factor from an approximate ~ value to an approx-
imate turbulent value is generally associated with transition, figure 2
illustrates the forward movement of the transition region with increasing
Reynolds nuniber.
Included in figure 2(a) for comparison with the expertiental data
are two theoretical values of the fI-at-platerecovery factor: the square
root (ltiar), and the cube root (turbulent)of the Prandtl number. The
Prandtl nuniberchosen was 0.720 corresponding to an average wail.temper-
ature of approximately 0° F. Although the experimental data are based on
free-stream conditions, this comparison is valid because the free-stream
recovery factor for this model at zero angle of attack is at most 0.004
greater than the local recovery factor. The experhental laminar free-
stream recovery factors for zero angle of attack lie between 0.846 and
0.854 while those for the turbulent boundary layer lie between 0.876 and
0.882 (fig. 2(a)). The recovery factor predicted by the theory of refer-
ence 5 using the average of the wall and local static temperature as a
reference temperature and a l/7th power velocity profile is 0.885. This
value is in closer agreement with the turbulent data presented h figure
2(a) than the cube root of the Prandtl number.
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The effect of angle of attack on the free-stream recovery factors
is illustrated in figure 3 for three Reynolds numbers and three angular
positions. For all Reynolds numbers, the effects of increastig the
angle of attack is to ticreasethe free-stresm recovery factors in the
laminar and turbulent regions. For the angles of attack investigated,
no deftiite trend was established for regions of probable cross-flow
separation. Cross-flow separation is generslly expected to occur on the
leeward surface towaziisthe “mar of the model. The recovery factors
obtained in this region were found to be in the same range as those ob-
tained for fully tuxbulent flow.
For the higher Reynolds numbers and a meridian angle of zero (figs.
3(b) and (c)), increasing the angle of attack moved the transition region
towards the base of the model. This result is attributed to the thinning
of the Luminar boundary layer as described in references 6 and 7 and a
consequent increase in stabflity. For a meridian angle of 180°, other
investigators (see ref. 6, for example) have shown that the transition
petit moves forwzmd as the angle of attack is increased. The recovery-
factor distributions for a Reynolds mmiber of 1.5x106 per foot agree with
this @tter trenil;however, for the higher Re~olds numbers the transi-
tion region is so close to the tip that no trend canbe established.
If the recovery factors are based on local conditions (eq. (1))
rather than OQ free-stresm conditions (eq. (2)), practically no angle of
attack effects for the laminsr and turbulent regions (as distinct from
the transition region) are observed. This is illustrated in figure 4
where the recovery factors for6zero meridian angle and Reynolds numbers
per foot of 1.5x106 snd 8.OXLO have been referenced to the local condi-
tions (eq. (1)) which were obta3ned from an exact cone theory {refs. 8
and 9). Also ticluded in figure 4 for comparison are the theoretical
flat-plate values of recovery factor.
The free-stresm recovery-factor contours presented in figure 5 give
sm over-all picture of the effect of angle of attack at a constant Reyn-
olds number per foot of 8.0x106. The locus of the maxhum temperatures
is presumed to lie within the zone of transition from laminar to tur-
bulent flow.
& a po~t of interest, contour plots of recovery factor based on
theoretical local Mach number have elso been plotted in figure 6 even
though these local theoretical Mach numbers are not valid in the separ-
ated cross-flow region. A comparison of fives 5 and 6 shows the two
sets of contours to be generalJy shil.ar. The local contours indicate
that for meridian angles fran 0° to 90° in the turbulent region the
effect of angle of attack is small as was mentioned previously in the
discussion of figure 4. The relatively high recovery factors on the
leeward side of the model msy be due merely to the discrepancy between
theoretical and actusl local Mach number in the region of cross-flow
separation.
.
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CONCLUSIONS
o
N
$
Eased on an investigation df recovery factors for a 10° included
angle cone at
F
e of attack smd over a Reynolds number range from
1.5x106 to 8x10 , the following conclusions have been reached:
1. For the Reynolds number range investigated, increasing the angle
of attack resulted in an increase in the equilibrium surface temperature
in the laminar and turbulent flow regions.
2. b regions of probable cross-flow sep-tion, the recovery factors
were in the same rsmge as those obtained-for fully turbulent flow.
3. Recovery factors based on local conditions in the fully lsminar
and turbulent regions on the windward half of the body were not signi-
icantl.yaffected by changes in angle of attack.
4. At all angles of attack, an ticreasingReynolds number caused a
genersl.upstream movement of the transition region.
5. At angle of attack the transition region is substantially farther
upstresm on the leeward surface than that on the windwzuxisurface.
Lewis Flight Propulsion Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
Cleveland, Ohio, June U., 1954
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Figure 2. - Effect of Reynolds number on free-stream recovery-
factor Mstribution.
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Figure 2.
- Concluded. Effect of Reynolds nuniberon free-
stream recovery-factor distribution.
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- Continued. Effect of angle of attack on free-streamrecovery-factor
distribution.
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Figure 5. - Free-stream recovery-factor contours; Reynolds number per foot, 8X106.
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